Abstract: Current interest in genealogy and family history has soared, but the research journey may be fraught. Original intentions may be inhibited and inevitably altered as the actual historical details are revealed and documented through recorded evidence. While liberties may be taken with memoir and even autobiography, critical family history requires scrutiny of the lived events uncovered—some of which may be in sharp contrast to family myths passed down through generations. I traveled to three states and conducted archival research in local libraries, court houses, historical county archives, and museums in my search for original sources of authentic information about the names listed on a family tree over centuries. This article reports on how and why research on the genealogy of two families joined by marriage shifted from a straightforward recording of chronological facts to the development of a novel. The case can be made that fiction provides an effective and engaging tool for the elaboration of interconnected lives through the addition of historical context, enriching personal details, and imagined dialogue. Key accuracies needed for a critical family history can be preserved but in a genre that enables characters and their stories to come to life.
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1. Introduction

Traditional history has been dominated by the life stories of the victors, the powerful, the rich, and—disproportionately—men. Ordinary citizens are largely unseen in historical text and records; they can only be imagined behind the scenes of opulence and violence depicted in literature, art, and even musical compositions. The Wretched of the Earth have not featured in historical records beyond raw facts such as death estimates from war and disease, immigration numbers, and regional population counts (Fanon 1968; Knauff 2017). The recent interest in genealogy by both rich and poor alike has sometimes been motivated primarily by a desire to prove connections between one’s own ancestors and those commemorated in the history books. Starting from the family tree and autobiography of my father as an example of this search for family origins, my own foray into family history was motivated initially by a sense of responsibility to provide a more authentic record of the kinship across the generations of two families. Over time, my interest and effort shifted to developing authentic if fictional narratives of the life stories of those who were indeed just ordinary citizens. Crucial to this effort was the search not just through archival but also historical records of the social, economic, geographical, and political context of the times for each successive generation.

Readers can of course reflect on the extent to which historical and current events influence or possibly even shape the lives we lead. Some historical events are inescapable for even the most apolitical figures, including disease epidemics, mass famine, war, invasions, and natural disasters that destroy and kill. Other key historical events may or may not translate into an impact on individuals and families depending upon their own unique circumstances, such as slavery, the suffrage movement, civil rights, religious persecution, or the sinking of the Titanic. For this paper, I have chosen to feature two families across four generations traversing the twentieth century, beginning roughly with the late 1880s and ending just before the year 2000.
My article also addresses the ethical dilemmas and responsibilities of the family historian who is committed to lived events while confronted with undeniable evidence that the stories passed on from generation to generation are sometimes pure fiction or at the very least embellished versions of the actual events. Family stories can be as influenced by the common American myths and mistruths of their times as they were genuinely reflective of actual motivations and accomplishments. One can choose the pathway of writing what becomes critical family history accompanied by the risk of exposing uncomfortable facts revealing lived truths. However, there is an alternative that is perhaps more ethically satisfying, makes no pretense at knowing the unknowable from years ago, and has the potential to be more protective of future generations within families. I chose the latter—the much easier pathway of turning family history into story, sharing fictional narratives grounded in authenticity and historical context but making no pretense at knowing what really happened, how people truly felt, what they said to one another, or why they did what they did. What resulted from my own genealogical investigation was transformed into a family saga of the imagined lives of four successive generations of women in two families interconnected by marriage, set within the historical events and social challenges of the 20th century—Bella’s Legacy (Meyer 2018).

2. Background: Why Do Family History?

My father began his interest in family history and creating his family tree late in life, when he had long since retired and was in his sixties. A professional man, he was reasonably computer literate and connected with Ancestry.com relatively early in his personal journey to recreate records as far back as he could (Crandell and Champenois 2018). He began writing his autobiography, spending hours each day writing the stories told to him by other family members and those he remembered—as he remembered them. I recall his descriptions of struggling to insert old family photographs into the appropriate locations in his text: he scanned whatever photos he had, sourced more from the extended family, meticulously labeled them with what he believed to be correct information, and even shared CDs with family members that included all the photographs. This was so early in the days of word processing that many of the digital files of his narratives were apparently not saved electronically—or, if they were, no one could retrieve them after he died—and what remained in later years were only the printed pages. All we had were the printed copies of the many chapters he had written, along with the Ancestry.com family tree.

I remember thinking how interesting it all was but simply packing the information away in one of the concertina files I kept for family papers. Relationships between parents and their adult children can be fraught at times, and conflict arose between the generations during the Vietnam War when my generation was being drafted into the military with protests everywhere. I recall vividly skimming his autobiographical printed pages with trepidation that one of those awful stories would be there—for everyone to read. They were not: that, in itself, was puzzling to me as he had included various stories framing other relatives—not in his immediate family—in a somewhat unfavorable light. Later, I stumbled onto an explanation for this seeming discrepancy: the unfortunate negative stories always had something to do with a good deed, a happy ending, with someone in the family helping someone else. Conflict within the nuclear family at the center of the autobiography may have been absent because it would have revealed something my parents believed should be private; privacy was a value consistently protected and defended. My father’s stories all fit the narrative of a solid middle-class family where all is well within the context of multiple and myriad myths about America.

In his final years, when he was well into his eighties and no longer using his computer, I salvaged whatever printed pages I was able to locate and decided to have them professionally self-published. I was in New Zealand at the time but managed to source public access to a wonderful antique map of the three states that were the center of his stories (Wisconsin, Michigan, and Minnesota) and locate a printer who reproduced it all in proper book form for him to keep and for sharing with close family members—my sister, my brother, my cousins. As noted above, no one knew where the electronic file
was—if it even existed any longer—so printed pages were re-paginated and reproduced exactly as he had written them, complete with the photos as he had labeled and inserted them throughout.

Even now, it is slightly discomforting to know there are certain tales in his book with the potential to be controversial for some family members. At the time, I decided to proceed regardless out of a desire to do something permanent for my father when his life was otherwise disintegrating before our eyes. It was the notion of a gift to him that overpowered my reservations about the authenticity of the contents. I emphasized to each family member who received a copy that it was not always accurate, but it was my father’s story: *The Wisconsin Years: An Autobiography* (Meyer 2011). He died less than a year later.

3. The Search for Authenticity

Thus, my research into our family history began with two key sources of information left to me by my father—extensive work on the Family Tree extending back to the generations immigrating from Europe in the 1700s and 1800s along with detailed narratives of his and members of his family’s lives as written in his autobiography. The 20th-century historical background for the four generations in my novel *Bella’s Legacy* was a turbulent time of great changes. In the United States, there was political discord and even violent protest over many issues—struggles over voting rights, immigration, civil rights, the U.S. wars against Korea and Vietnam (the latter justifiably called the American War in that country), working conditions, and women’s rights to vote. There was the assassination of a revered young American president and a growing awareness of the need to protect our air, land, water, and endangered species from pollution and toxins too often the byproducts of big business motivated only by profit. The first two generations in my novel experienced the Great Depression, and three generations witnessed world wars along with the rise of fascism and communism. The Holocaust, and the Nuremberg Trials that followed the end of WWII, may not have been lived by my generation—the generation born in the middle of the 20th century—but we felt it deeply through passionate portrayals of the victimization of Jews, people with disabilities, and political prisoners in film, literature, media, and the stories told by those who survived. Prejudice against racial and cultural minorities—Native Americans, African Americans, Latinos, virtually all other non-whites, and immigrants generally—continued to dominate mainstream attitudes, and misogyny towards women seemed to survive even the 21st Amendment unabated. Women could vote, but far too often, they were expected to vote as their husbands did; only a small minority of women held office. As of this writing, America remains one of the few developed nations in the world that has never had a woman president or prime minister.

In addition to my father’s versions—as is pointed out by so many authors working in the area of genealogy—I was also armed with my own memories of family stories told to me either by someone from the older generation who experienced things or repeated from their memory of stories told to them by their own ancestors (Hatton 2019; Knight 2017, 2019; Schroer and Hine 2017; Smith 2018). (Kretsedemas 2016, 2017) discusses these as socially constructed family narratives, which are inevitably affected both by how a family sees itself (or wishes to see itself) and by the narrative mythology of the times. A major narrative myth dominating my father’s autobiography and tales about his father and grandfather was the notion of the “self-made man” apropos the rags-to-riches novels written primarily for youth by Horatio Alger. Achievements of successive generations were framed as their own individualized accomplishments through hard work and, in the case of my own family, by emphasizing and promoting the value of educational advancement. It was important to my father and mother’s generation that they were the first to go to college, and the fact that they did so was often framed as a “pull” pressure rather than a “push” from their own parents—two of whom had gone no further than grade school and two of whom had graduated from high school.

(Durie 2017) discusses how connected narratives are built by families within the context of surrounding historical, economic, social, political, and other circumstances—most of which go unspoken in the family stories themselves. There can, however, be narratives of “victimhood”,
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which also fit theoretically within the self-made man myth. As no doubt was experienced by many children of my generation, I was told how my grandparents had suffered and endured during the Great Depression—with the two grandmothers selling baked goods and canning multitudes of tomatoes “to make ends meet” and the two grandfathers working long hours with no sick leave. Interestingly, both sides of my family occupied and then owned what had once been tribal land in Michigan and Wisconsin—this was never mentioned to me by anyone in the family. All my great-grandparents and grandparents had managed to buy or build their own homes sitting on plots of land virtually free for the taking—in one instance, in 1924, in Northern Wisconsin, on land purchased for only one dollar—despite being semi-skilled laborers, whose occupations make home ownership unlikely if not impossible in today’s America. Clearly, the availability of cheap land and labor made this possible. No one seemed to question why it was that this land in America was so freely available to settlers from Europe. The earliest occupants of the land in northeastern Wisconsin were the Ojibwe, Potawatomi, Menominee, and Brothertown (Elliott 1989); yet, by the 20th century, mention of these peoples in Wisconsin was primarily as passers-by seen to be curiously out of place (Walker 2000). The narrative mythology of European immigration to North America clearly painted a picture of a vast wilderness occupied by no one or, at the least, only by those regarded as a primitive people who needed to roam elsewhere so these new, up-by-the-bootstrap pioneers could develop their new country. As Chief Edward Ackley of the Sokaogan Chipewyas stated in 1917, “As the white settlers bought the land here in this area, they would tell the Indians to move; and that they have done for many years” (Youth Community Conservation Improvement Program 1980, p. 250).

(Grant 2018; Sleeter 2016) argue these new Americans were able to justify their occupation of what had once been tribal land because government had intervened—dispossessing tribes by purchasing their traditional lands for ridiculously low prices or taking the land from them outright. Government then became the sellers of land to settlers who never saw the Native Americans to whom it had once belonged because that same government had also forced tribes to move elsewhere, onto reservations, and ever further west as Europeans came and took over. The generous interpretation of this silence is that Native American ownership of land was never discussed in my family by either grandparents or parents because those tribes were literally “out of sight, out of mind”. It would have been uncomfortable to acknowledge, of course, that achievements were only made possible by the cheap acquisition of land—the myth of a wilderness was an essential backdrop to stories of enduring and conquering a frontier through the sweat of one’s brow alone. This wilderness myth also made it possible to ignore the real victims of European immigration to North America—not just the Indigenous Native American and Pueblo peoples but also the Africans whose free slave labor was largely responsible for the accumulation of wealth in other parts of the new nation. The true victims were nowhere to be seen by the white people who formed the towns and communities of the Midwestern USA; hence, the latter became the victims who had escaped poverty and persecution to make something of themselves with no help from others and not at the expense of anyone. Of course, neither of these notions was true.

When we were children, our parents made a family trip to visit the Menominee Indian Reservation—my only memory of learning anything about the tribes in Wisconsin in the 1950s. My genealogical research revealed how the Menominee Tribe had a major influence on forest management. They were able to force the federal government to implement many aspects of sustainable forest management, practiced by the tribe for over 150 years, including long rotation ages, selection harvest practices, and long-term management (Davis 2000; Trosper 2007). The tribe also established a lumber mill to support tribal employment, re-planting logged areas. Recent satellite images of this region in the Midwest show the clearly outlined, deep-green rectangle of Menominee Forest, which is the centerpiece of the 235,000-acre Menominee Reservation, described by (Johnson and Barbara 2012) as “one of the most historically significant working forests in the world”. A major reason for the preservation of a natural habitat that has also proven to be economically profitable can be attributed to Native American values regarding land as belonging to the tribe not the individual. Protecting the land was a community duty, a view contrasting sharply with contemporary European views whereby
The land was bought and sold as parcels for individual use, often for profit without regard for its ecological sustainability or viability for future generations.

Critical family history—a phrase coined by (Sleeter 2016)—interrogates more traditional family history and family stories to uncover authenticity—the actual circumstances and facts surrounding the achievements, accomplishments, and accumulation of wealth by our immigrant ancestors who came to the Americas. What should result is what (Durie 2017) calls the “diminishing of deception”: one can never truly know a past truth or untruth but can commit to a process of being less wrong about the history. Thus, the next step in my reconstruction of the lives of four generations in one American family in the Midwest was research, including both historical research to establish the context of their time and place as well as archival research to discover whatever might still exist about and from the lives of the people in these two families. Thus, one priority was travel to the locations where my ancestors had lived and worked in order to search whatever archival resources might still be available, engaging in what is now often described as roots or genealogical tourism (Higgenbotham 2012).

Public libraries contain newspaper archives not yet digitized, particularly those in various small towns such as the regional libraries I visited in Kewaskum, Fox Lake, Beaver Dam, Crandon, and Milwaukee in Wisconsin and in Gladstone, Escanaba, and the Upper Peninsula in Michigan. The newspaper archives of The Milwaukee Journal and Northern Wisconsin’s Pioneer Express provided historical context set in places where these ancestors were living at the time. In Northern Wisconsin, I was able to interview a man who had as a young boy lived in the house originally built by my grandfather, others whose families were Argonne neighbors of my grandparents, and another whose father had worked with my grandfather on the railroad. I was able to review rare and unpublished resources and documents in the archives of the Wisconsin Historical Society and the Delta County Historical Society in addition to official land, property, birth, death, and marriage records in the courthouses of Forest, Columbia, Dodge, and Crandon counties telling the stories of lifespans for each generation. One fictional story in Bella’s Legacy emerged from the discovery that a fifth child had died at birth in my father’s family, which may have been responsible for my grandmother temporarily relocating to the larger town of Gladstone, Michigan. She had obviously traveled with her oldest daughter and my father for the birth of her next child. No one in that aunt’s family knew she had been born in Michigan, not in Wisconsin like the youngest whose birth came next: the mystery of why I could not locate her birth certificate in Crandon was solved. While this young mother would have taken the two oldest children with her to stay with her parents, she would almost certainly have had to leave her husband behind for perhaps a year or more as they could not have afforded to give up his job on the railroad.

4. Historical Context, Place, and Gender

Bella’s Legacy is a fictional family saga, covering four generations in Midwestern America from the late 19th to the late 20th centuries (see Figure 1). Geography was a defining feature in their lives as emphasized by (Nash 2017) in her discussion of the profound impact that places have on family history. As she points out, whether staying or moving between places, these locations are as important to family history as dates. The first generation in the book is based on the lives of my great-grandparents, all either immigrants or the children of immigrants originating in Germany, Prussia, Belgium, and Britain. It appears these ancestors all continued traveling without interruption after their arrival on the East Coast, heading to what later became Wisconsin, Michigan (following some years in Canada), Dakota, Minnesota, and Pennsylvania. By the end of the 19th century, when my novel begins, my father’s side of this generation had settled in the Upper Peninsula of Michigan and my grandparents moved from there to rural Northern Wisconsin. They essentially followed opportunities for work with the Soo Line Railroad, where my grandfather, his father, and his father’s younger brother were all railroad men.
Figure 1. The Family Tree 1993.

In 1944, just before the end of World War II and after their oldest daughter and only son (my father) had left home as adults, these grandparents followed opportunities on the railroad once again. This time they moved with their two youngest daughters to Schiller Park, Illinois, which is a suburb of Chicago adjacent to O’Hare Airport and a major hub for Soo Line operations. My travels included visiting their former home in Schiller Park to find it completely remodeled (including my grandfather’s unfinished basement workshop now an apartment occupied by extended family) and the neighborhood transformed with a first generation of new immigrants from Poland. With their move to Chicago, my grandmother began 17 years employed as office staff by Sears Roebuck in downtown Chicago. There had been no real opportunities for her to work outside the home in rural Northern Wisconsin, and there were no family stories regarding whether this might have been one of the reasons they moved to what must have been a challenging new environment. Without knowing the true history, I could nevertheless use fiction to paint a picture of a woman wanting a better future for her and her daughters, something that might be possible only by moving to the big city.

4.1. The Men and Their Work

My father’s autobiography was about a man who was in the first generation of his family to attend college, graduate with a degree, and/or complete a professional qualification. Interestingly, his children—me and my siblings—had always been told that my paternal grandfather was the only one of our four grandparents to graduate from high school. That turned out to not be true—both of my father’s parents finished high school, and I found the graduation records to prove it. Why, I wondered, was this story repeated so many times over the years? Why did the family erase from memory the fact that his mother—my grandmother—had also received her high school diploma? One explanation could be that the stories in my father’s family history truly centered on the men, their working lives, their struggles to make a better life for their families, and their accomplishments. Another explanation
could be sourced from the common American myth of a self-made man who rises from humble beginnings and makes something of himself: that was the way my father saw himself. He had risen above the status of his family background to become a college graduate and a professional man, and I never seriously questioned his conviction that this was primarily through his own motivation and hard work rather than reflecting parental expectations. Only years later did I give some thought to the fact that not only he, but his three sisters as well achieved higher education qualifications: surely, their parents had something to do with this? It was not my father alone who was the first to go to college—it was his entire generation, men and women alike. Interestingly, Argonne claimed to be the first school district consolidated in Wisconsin in 1907, suggesting education was considered important in this community.

The character based on my father’s father Peter (1896–1970) was still working as a laborer at the plywood veneer mill in Gladstone at age 25 when the first daughter was born to him and his wife Lily, as is documented on her birth certificate. Interestingly, two years later when my father was born, Gladstone birth certificates no longer listed parental occupations but continued to list their birthplaces. Their third baby either miscarried or died at birth at which time they had moved south to tiny Argonne, Wisconsin. As noted above, the next daughter was born in Gladstone once again and the youngest daughter was born in Argonne. At the time, Argonne comprised about fifty families, a large three-story brick school house in the center of town, a hardware store, two general stores, a meat market, the post office, three hotels, a garage, two filling stations, about fifteen taverns, a barber shop, a cheese factory, three churches (Catholic, Lutheran, and Methodist), and the town hall. There were three telephones in town, one of which was located at the railroad depot, hence providing my grandfather with some access to that luxury. Fifteen seems a lot of taverns for such a small community, but in a letter to his sister, my father noted that in one of those, the only stock was one bottle of whisky and one case of beer—perhaps “tavern” was quite different from the larger beer halls of later years. Argonne was said to be well known for its moonshine stills during the prohibition years, hence the nickname Whiskey Northern was given to the Chicago North Western Train that passed through this little community (Youth Community Conservation Improvement Program 1980).

Peter’s father, my great grandfather, was a railroad man who had risen to roundhouse foreman and mechanic in Gladstone, so when there was an opening for a roundhouse foreman in Argonne, it may be that family influence was responsible for his promotion from laborer at a plywood factory to take up the railroad job. Argonne was the connection for Soo Line Railroad supply lines of timber and goods—from Minneapolis in the West, Gladstone in the Northeast, and Chicago in the South—and while an important transfer point, it was tiny and there really was no “roundhouse” but rather a circular area where it was my grandfather’s job to turn the engine to face its next destination. Working for the railroad was difficult and dangerous in the late 19th and early 20th century: Peter worked 16-hour days, six days a week, with no sick leave; the telegrapher was the only other employee of the Argonne station. Working conditions in many jobs were grim and dangerous during those years, and the United States Bureau of Labor Statistics estimated annual workplace injury deaths at more than 30,000 fatalities in the early 1920s, and 75,000 workers died in the 25 years before World War I. One of those deaths was my father’s uncle, his namesake and Peter’s younger brother, killed in a switching accident on the tracks at age 22. The Great Railroad Strike of 1922 was launched by seven of the sixteen railroad labor organizations, and the collective action of 400,000 railroad workers in the summer of 1922 was provoked by deep cuts to wages. Armed company guards shot and killed a dozen workers and bystanders including a woman and two boys (Wikipedia 2016). Years passed before conditions working on the railroads were substantively improved, however, and Peter’s job in Argonne must have been both arduous and lonely.

Peter was entrepreneurial, however, and managed to be elected to the highest paid part-time position with the district school board as District Clerk, for successive three-year terms at a salary of USD 200 per year in the 1930s. I found his handwritten school board minutes from 1935 to 1940 at a time when the school principal and the math teacher were being paid USD 210 per month and USD 110
per month, respectively. These minutes provide a window into how a small-town school in Northern Wisconsin functioned at the time, as is illustrated by the following excerpts:

A discussion was had concerning Mr. X as bus driver. Complaints being received that he did not report sub-ordinate children to the principal and to the parents but spanked and cuffed them himself when not necessary. The clerk reported that after talking with witnesses, that Mr. X did not overdo it and that in order to maintain discipline on the bus it was necessary to use strict measures. (26 February 1937)

Motion made and seconded that the clerk write a letter to Senator LaFollette asking him to do all he can in putting through the Education Bill whereby the Federal Government appropriate funds to the states to be distributed to schools throughout the state. (15 June 1937)

The Board called Miss R in for an interview. She was informed her work in her classroom was not what was expected of her and that the Board wanted to see a big improvement by Xmas or else they would have to get another teacher in her place. (1 December 1938)

The clerk informed the Board that the small S. girl was attending school in the first grade. After a discussion, it was decided to let the girl attend school but that the clerk notify Miss W [the teacher] not to give her a report card. (18 March 1940)

Motion made, seconded, and carried that the Board hold back the wages of the teachers until they have filed their affidavits showing that they have had a skin test for tuberculosis. (27 September 1940)

There are several aspects of these entries into the minutes that reveal interesting historical facts. The community was engaged in political petitioning to increase school funding, questions were raised regarding appropriate discipline of students and whether a child with disabilities could attend school (and under what circumstances), teacher performance was subjected to some sort of review process (and that teacher submitted her resignation two weeks later), and, finally, there were consequences to not providing evidence of testing for tuberculosis. This latter entry was intriguing especially as a close family relative—the father of two young children—had died in his late 20s of tuberculosis within this timeframe.

Ray (1923–2012) is the character based on my father’s stories (Meyer 2011). In his autobiography, he describes how he realized at a young age that the dentist, the physician, and the attorney were the elite class of nearby Crandon, and he “wanted some of that” deciding then he would become a dentist and move south to Oshkosh “where it was warm” (Meyer 2011, p. 20). He finished his professional degree in dentistry, one sister finished nursing school, and the two youngest sisters completed master’s degrees. The stories of Ray’s childhood in a tiny village in Northern Wisconsin are perhaps the most authentic in the book, and my roots tourism took me to Argonne, Wisconsin, to visit his places and interview people there who knew the family and the history of the town. Ray’s family home did indeed lack indoor plumbing and his father Peter (1896–1970) was a railroad man all his life, as was his father before him and the young uncle killed in a tragic accident while working on the tracks. Peter’s wife Lily is one of the women who is a major character in the book, and her life is largely painted based on facts discovered in records, archives, and other sources in addition to family stories and my having known her as a child. Lily’s mother Serena and her father Charles (1875–1953) were the family branch still living in Gladstone on Michigan’s Upper Peninsula. The character Charles—like the man he was based on—was first employed as a laborer in a plywood factory but soon became a cooper then a filer based on his skills.

It was, more than anything else, the occupations of the men and the location of their work that set the stage for their children to finish high school and then, in turn, for their children to go to college. There was a determination to develop professional skills and escape the bleak poverty of rural Northern Wisconsin, but it was the cheap land taken from Native Americans that gave all of them their fresh start.
4.2. The Women and Their Aspirations

The main character and narrator of my novel, Bella, is almost entirely fictional. She is, however, based on a young woman described in my father’s book about whom little is known in my family. Her real name was Ruth Herbst, she was born in Gladstone, Michigan, and she married my grandfather’s younger brother who is my father’s namesake. I was able to locate details of the marriage, when they were both very young, in a newspaper clipping including the location of their wedding, names of those in attendance, plans to honeymoon in Chicago, and that they would subsequently live at his parents’ home in Gladstone (Escanaba Daily Press 1922). The wedding announcement listed his employment by the Northwestern Cooperage & Lumber Company, the largest business in Gladstone at the time covering more than 50 acres and a source of work for over 1000 men working full-time jobs. Ruth’s employment was also noted as being “in charge of the alteration department at the Rosenblum dry goods store, owned by Henry Rosenblum”, with the added comment that she would return to her job after the wedding. Dressmaking was an area where women could work and, apparently, earn a decent living: Willa Cather’s character in her 1918 novel My Antonia has a successful dressmaking business in Lincoln, Nebraska (Cather 1918).

At some point, Ruth’s new husband changed employment to work for the railroad—like his father and his brother (my grandfather)—and then was killed in a tragic switching accident only one year after their marriage, at age 22. At the time of his death, my grandmother was several months pregnant with my father, so they decided to name him after this deceased uncle. My father refers to Ruth as “Aunt Billie” in his autobiography and tells of her visiting Argonne, driving a black touring sedan that looked like a 1920 Ford Model T with curtains to hang from the roof down to the car body during cold weather. At the time, the average cost of a new Ford was just under $300, the average annual income was just under $1400, and the average home cost a little over $3000. Ruth gave my father $3.42 in pennies for his first savings account, and he never saw her again: she moved from the area two years after her husband’s death.

Ruth must have been an interesting woman for the 1920s, and in my novel, she ventures to Columbia University to enroll in its journalism program—a pioneer of the times—and then becomes a well-known investigative journalist in the muckraker style. Her character thus enabled two things: (a) opportunities to describe historical context including some of the challenges facing professional women in a man’s world during the 20th century and (b) giving me a narrator for the family saga and a feasible end to the story reflective of women’s struggles. Following Ruth Herbst Meyer’s departure as described in my father’s book, I have been unable to locate any further information about her—not surprisingly given the possibility that she remarried and may have taken another new surname. Perhaps publication of this article will lead to someone recognizing her and the revelation to me of her true story!

Ray’s wife Cathy encapsulates the life of many educated women in the 1950s, not unlike the main character Daisy in The Stone Diaries by Carol Shields (Shields 1993). Daisy was never able to achieve what she might have done because she had succumbed to the social and family constraints surrounding her. My character Cathy became the major support person for her ambitious husband Ray’s dentistry practice, working as his office manager rather than returning to teaching, which had always been her dream. Cathy raises three daughters, and her mother Rose admonishes her on her deathbed to try to support the daughters to become who they wanted to be—to try harder than falling into the pattern of becoming props for the men in their lives. My mother courageously returned to college when she was in her sixties and completed her qualifications to teach reading, as she had always wanted to do: it was my younger sister who encouraged and supported our mother emotionally to overcome her hesitation about being the oldest student in class. She then tutored children in reading part time until she and my father retired and moved to a warmer climate. Women in America still struggle with demands to balance career with family, whereas it is assumed almost without question that a man’s career comes first. It is the men who continue to receive a sort of “extra credit” for being the kind of father who also spends some time with the children.
There is one other 1950s woman in my book: Maggie, born in 1921. Aspects of Maggie’s story were based on the life of Peter and Lily’s daughter, who was two years older than their only son Ray. Telling a version of her story enabled me to research some of the challenges faced by women seeking a career in the military and as a nurse, as well as opportunities no longer available to someone once diagnosed with a disability—in her case, epilepsy. Immediately after graduating from high school in Argonne, Maggie enrolled in the Catholic St. Agnes School of Nursing in Fond du Lac, Wisconsin. She is listed as one of the fifty freshmen students in the 1939 incoming class in the St. Agnes School of Nursing school newsletter, *The Agnesian*. This same issue of the newsletter also reported details of a Big Sister–Little Sister reception held at the school during the first week, naming many of the faculty nuns on hand to greet the new class. Finally, the issue reprinted a letter written by one of the young women to her parents one month after beginning her studies, proving an authentic picture of what nursing school was like at the time for these students, including what it felt like to be away from home for the first time in their lives (*St. Agnes School of Nursing Newsletter 1939*, p. 1).

Her plans to become a nurse were cut short by what family members referred to as an “affliction” or “illness”. It was not until several years after her death that it was revealed by one of her children that she had been diagnosed with epilepsy: she had had her first, unexpected tonic-clonic (grand mal) seizure as a young adult. Maggie joined the Navy’s WAVES—the acronym used for the Women Accepted for Volunteer Emergency Service that was modeled after the Army’s WAAC (Women’s Army Auxiliary Corps). These were the first two branches of the military to allow women to serve, achieved through the advocacy of Eleanor Roosevelt, who was First Lady, as well as other prominent women of the times. Mrs. Roosevelt no doubt had a great deal to do with President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s order to the Navy in 1944 to admit not just white women but also women who were African American, despite Frank Knox, who was then Secretary of the Navy, stating that they would be allowed in the Navy WAVES “over his dead body” (*MacGregor 2001*, p. 87). Not only was it a struggle for both white women and women of color to be allowed to enlist in the military, they faced even more discrimination based on gender. Navy Nurse Corps nurses were not allowed to marry naval men in 1943, hence my fictional character Maggie marries her naval officer, and she must sign the mandatory discharge papers that end her career. The policy changed briefly to allow Navy nurses to marry, but by November 1943, the restriction was reinstated and not changed again for over twenty years.

Even if the prohibition against married nurses in the military had not existed, Maggie’s epilepsy stood in the way of this career choice after her first seizure in 1948. She had been able to maintain her nursing registration despite being prevented from serving in the military for the time being because of her marriage, but the diagnosis meant that too was lost. The real character upon whom Maggie was primarily based did not marry a Navy man, but the man she did marry died of a heart attack shortly after their third child was born in 1956. She attempted to return to college to become a kindergarten teacher, but that opportunity was also prohibitive due to her diagnosis of epilepsy—regardless of whether she had even had a seizure in recent years. Today, epilepsy is no longer a basis for denying either nursing or teaching registration, nor does gender restrict women who marry while placing no such restrictions on the men who do. Women have succeeded in opening doors towards achieving more equal rights in the workplace, but the glass ceiling seems to hold firm even as late as 2020 given the Equal Rights Amendment still had not been passed by the U.S. Congress.

There is one other character in *Bella’s Legacy* who is not based on anyone in my family, who is entirely fictional, but whose story is reflective of women’s issues in not just the 20th century but continuing into today. My high school class comprised over 500 seniors graduating in 1963, and of that number I knew of three girls who experienced a teen pregnancy. This was before *Roe v. Wade* became law in 1973, so abortion was not really an option. I also knew a fourth girl just out of high school—the girlfriend of a friend of my boyfriend—who tried unsuccessfully to terminate her own out-of-wedlock pregnancy with a coat hanger and nearly died. As teenagers, no one talked openly about these pregnancies, but we all knew what it meant when a friend went away to “visit her aunt” for several months in the middle of the school year: the girl was going to have a baby, and her baby
was being given up for adoption. It was not only shameful to reveal to the world through a pregnancy that a girl engaged in premarital sex, it was inconceivable—particularly in middle class families—to keep the baby and raise him or her in either a teen marriage or as a single mother. Between 1945 and 1973, an estimated one and a half million babies were given up for adoption to unrelated families: having sex was far more prevalent than access to birth control and sex education.

Fifty years later, I learned that one of the three in my class had subsequently searched for her lost daughter and found her. Another girl never talks about that first baby, and I know nothing about the third nor whether there were others. Author Ann Fessler, herself an adoptee, interviewed over 100 women who had surrendered their babies during those decades before the Supreme Court ruled access to abortion under certain conditions would henceforth be legal. (Fessler 2006)’s stories are heart-wrenching, and they made me determined to include a story about this feature in American history and women’s lives, regardless of whether it happened in my own family. Among my own children, two were adopted at six years of age, so not taken from their mothers at birth. However, we know that many of the stories told to the adopted children and to the adoptive parents about the birth parents were untrue: they were tales created to make everyone feel better, and they certainly de-emphasized the very real possibility that the birth mother was ambivalent or even resistant about giving up her baby. I wonder now whether what we were told about my adoptive children was fabrication, exaggeration, or a downright lie, and I was recently pleased that DNA testing reconnected my son with his birth family siblings. He and I are both celebrating this opportunity to learn more about who he is and where he is from—especially important to him as an African American whose ancestors will forever remain unknown other than the tribal affiliations revealed by the DNA testing.

In Bella’s Legacy, a fictional character named Mellie (1947–1981) becomes pregnant at 15 following sex in the backseat of a car with a boy from her neighborhood. Mellie is Cathy and Ray’s daughter, and she is terrified as the year is 1961 and she knows her Catholic parents will be furious as well as heartbroken. The fictional Mellie becomes one of The Girls Who Went Away (Fessler 2006), and years later the daughter whom she gave away is re-connected with her birth family, giving Cathy the opportunity for redemption for how they had reacted and what they had done all those many years earlier. Her character may be fictional, but what happened to her happened to millions, and these lost connections have major implications for not just genealogical research but for people’s lives (Clapton 2018; Patton-Imani 2018; Sales 2018). (Hoyle 2018)’s essay “So Many Lovely Girls” tells the painful story of years of silence beautifully.

5. Conclusions

Undertaking family history can follow multiple pathways. It begins with an interest in our roots and our identity—sometimes revealing unsuspected truths to unsuspecting family members as one discovers uncomfortable recorded facts in court records and archives that cannot lie but can be verified through checking confirmatory sources. Family stories embellished and retold across the generations are particularly susceptible to elaboration as well as deception to preserve the good and hide what we do not want our children and grandchildren to know. These stories can also ignore the influences of social, political, and economic realities and pressures shaping people’s lives beyond the influences of parents and home.

My father began the journey of telling his family’s story, tracing as far back as he could. At one point, my mother was challenged to begin writing her story, but I only ever found two pages which, in her words, were the beginning. Did she continue writing, and was her story simply lost? I regret never really discussing these things with my parents and my grandparents, realizing how much I might know if I had encouraged them to tell me more. However, then too, my father’s stories were not necessarily the way things really happened, and they most certainly do not explain why things happened as they did. My father intended his autobiography to be as accurate as he could make it, investing years researching his family background and discussing details with one sister in particular. Yet, his book remains his story, and others in the family will continue to disagree with
various interpretations and even certain stated factual details on those pages. Perhaps this explains why America remains a nation divided, two nations joined together, as (Grant 2018) described us. Genealogy has matured beyond the search for that famous relative among ancestors towards building a truer family history—looking backwards primarily so we can turn ourselves around and look forward with fresh eyes willing to face the truth. However, Durie’s argument that we can only ever diminish the deceptions through genealogical research is a compelling one.

My access to even the most authentic records about the lives of my ancestors could do no more than reveal names, dates, places, occupations, sicknesses, causes of death, and family anecdotes passed down from the older generations. Interestingly, we accept that literature, media, and social history portray aspects that could not possibly be known about what the lives of kings, the wealthy, the powerful, and men across the ages were really like. Surely, we have license to similarly portray the stories of ordinary people who lived across the decades of American history, placing their lives in historical context with imagined dialogue and social embellishment to bring them to life. A degree of authenticity should be attainable by adhering to both the possibilities and the obvious missing opportunities of the past. There is authenticity in painting social and historical contexts consistent with those facts we do have—every event in my novel did indeed happen to someone during those times. In my search for the truth about my own family history, a family saga became a novel. By framing *Bella’s Legacy* in the genre of fiction, I was also making an ethical choice: I was able to avoid any unpleasantness by claiming a novelist’s privilege to make up stuff. It may be a cowardly choice, but it may also leave behind a more interesting legacy than simply reporting the names, dates, workplaces, and geographical locations of those who came before us.

When I began my genealogical search into our family history, I was determined to learn the truth. However, genealogical research can never really reveal events as they were lived from a past long gone. Even if we had been there at the time to view the events and circumstances, our human lens would socially construct a version of reality to fit our world view. Having spent the better part of two years on a research journey for the truth that took me to a dozen historical archives, three states, and a multitude of online source materials, I have concluded the only honest claim I can make is to have, in Durie’s words, diminished the deception.
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